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1. INTRODUCTION
 .In Markov decision processes MDP , the discounted criterion is the
usual criterion. Under this criterion, a policy with the largest discounted
expected total rewards will be optimal. But it considers only the expecta-
tion value of the discounted total rewards and not the risk of randomness.
Thus, as its improvement, the discounted moment criterion is presented.
This criterion means that for two policies, if their mean rewards are equal,
then the policy with smaller variance will be better; if they have the same
mean rewards and variances, then the policy with higher 3rd moment will
be better, et al. The first author to discuss the discounted moment
w xcriterion is Jaquette 1 , who dealt with the discrete time Markov decision
 .processes DTMDP with finite states and actions and proved that there
 .exist a policy f g F and a constant bo g 0, 1 such that for every
 .discount factor b g bo, 1 , f is moment optimal within the stationary
w xpolicies. Sobel 2 also considered the discounted moment criterion for
DTMDP and semi-Markov decision processes with finite states and ac-
tions, but only presented some formulae of the variance and higher
moments of the discounted total rewards for each stationary policies. Hu
w x3 discussed the DTMDP model with countable states and actions and
proved that the moment optimal problem can be transformed into a
sequence of DTMDP with the discounted criterion.
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In this paper, we study the discounted moment criterion for continuous
 .time Markov decision processes CTMDP with countable states and
w xactions. By using the methods presented in Hu 3, 4 and the properties of
optimal policies, we transform the moment optimal problem into a se-
quence of discrete time Markov decision processes with the discounted
criterion.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the
model is formulated and some preliminary results are proved. In Section 3,
the moment optimal problem is transformed into a sequence of DTMDP
with discounted criterion.
2. MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES
The continuous time Markov decision processes model discussed here is
   . .  .4S, A i , i g S , q, r, a , m , where the state space S and action setsn
 .   .4A i available at state i are all countable. q a is the state transitioni j
 .rate family; that is, if the system is in state i at time t and action a g A i
w xis used in time interval t, t q D t for D t small enough, then the probabil-
 .ity that the system will transfer to state j at time t q D t is P t, t q D t si j
 .  .  .  .d q q a D t q o D t . We assume that q a satisfies y` - q a Fi j i j i j i i
 .  .  .0, q a G 0 for j / i;  q a s 0 for i g S and a g A i ; the rewardi j j i j
 .rate function r i, a is uniformly bounded, i.e., there exists a positive
<  . <  .constant M such that r i, a F M for all i g S and a g A i . a ) 0 is the
discounting factor: m is the nth moment of the discounted total rewardsn
 .which will be defined in 1 below for n G 1.
We consider only the stochastic stationary policies, i.e., the policies
having form p `. Using p ` means that when the system is in state i theo o
` .  .action taken is according to the probability distribution p ?N i on A i .o
For simplification, denote p ` by p . Let P be the policies set. If for eacho o s
 .  .  .  .i g S, p ?N i is degenerative at f i for some f i g A i , then we call po o
a stationary policy and write it as f. Such a policy in fact corresponds to a
 .decision function, the set of which is F [ = A i .i
 .   . .  .Given p , we define a vector r p s r p and a matrix Q p so o o i o
  . .q p , respectively, byo i j
r p s r i , a p a N i , i g S, .  .  .o oi
 .agA i
q p s q a p a N i , i , j g S. .  .  .i jo i j o
 .agA i
 .   . 4Here, r p i and q p i are, respectively, the reward rate at state i ando o j
the state transition family of the system controlled by policy p .o
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In order to ensure that the CTMDP model is well defined, the following
three assumptions are assumed to be true throughout this paper.
 .   .  .4Assumption 1. l i s sup yq a : i g S, a g A i - `, for all i g S.i i
 .   . 4Assumption 2. For every p g P , the Q p -process P p , t , t G Oo s o o
exists uniquely and satisfies where I is the unit matrix
d
P p , t s P p , t Q p s Q p P p , t , t G 0, .  .  .  .  .o o o o odt
P p , 0 s I. .o
 .Assumption 3. For every bounded vector u s u , i g S and p g Pi o s
we have
P p , t Q p u s P p , t Q p u , t G 0. .  .  .  . .  .o o o o
Certainly, if q is uniformly bounded, all the above three assumptions
w xwill be satisfied. Song 5 presented some assumptions about non-uniformly
bounded q, which imply Assumptions 2 and 3 above.
 .  .In order to define the objective function, let X t and D t be the
system's state and action taken at time t, respectively. Define the dis-
`  .   .  ..counted total rewards W [ H exp ya t r X t , D t dt. Thus, the objec-o
 4tive function m can be defined as follows:n
nm p , i s E W N X 0 s i , p g P , i g S, n G 0. 1 .  .  .n o p o so
 .When the system is controlled by a policy p , X t is piecewise constanto
under p . Thus W is the sum of an infinite series, which implies that W iso
< <  .well defined and W F Mra. Moreover, m p , i is also well defined andn o
<  . <  .nm p , i F Mra . Denoten o
nq1n.m p s m p ,y m p , . . . , y1 m p , .  .  .  .  . .o 1 o 2 o n o
nq1`.m p s m p ,y m p , . . . , y1 m p , . . . , . .  .  .  .  . .o 1 o 2 o n o
Now we give the definition of moment optimality. A policy p U g P iso s
 . `. U . `. . Usaid to be ` moment optimal if m p m p for all p g P , i.e., po o o s o
lexicographically maximizes the sequence of the moments of return vectors
U  .with alternating signs. In addition, a policy p is said to be n momento
n. U . n. .optimal if m p m p for all p g P .o o o s
Let P o s P , F o s F and for 1 F n F `s
P n s p N p g P , p is n moment optimal , 4 .o o s o
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Fn s f N f g F, f is n moment optimal . 4 .
n n  .  .P and F represent the sets of n moment optimal policies and n
moment optimal stationary policies, respectively.
 .   . .  .  .  .If we set R p s R p with R p i s nr p m p , i for i gn o n o i n o o i ny1 o
S, then we have the following theorem.
 .THEOREM 1. For n G 1, p g P , m p is the unique bounded solutiono s n o
 . w x  .xy1  .of the following equation and m p s na y Q p R p :n o o n o
na u s R p q Q p u. 2 .  .  .n o o
  . 4Proof. For every p g P , X t , t G 0 is a continuous time homoge-o s
neous Markov process with rewards under p . It can also be considered aso
a semi-Markov process with rewards. Then, using the symbols presented in
w xSobel 2 , its kernel
Q t s yq p rq p ? 1 y exp q p t 1 y d .  .  .  . .  .i ji j o o o i ji i i i
 .  . w xand the rewards R t s r p t. Thus from the results in 2 we can geti j o i
m p , i s q p r na y q p m p .  .  .  .  . i j i jn o o o n 0, j
j/i
y1ny1 ny1n! ny1q r p la y q p .  . . o oi i ik! lskks0
= q p m p , j , for nG0, igS. .  . i jo k o
j/i
 .Multiplying the above formula by na y q p , we obtain thato i i
nam p , i s  q p m p , j .  .  .i jn o j o n o
y1ny1 ny1n! nykq r p 1a y q p .  . . o oi i ik! lskks0
= q p m p , j , for nG0, igS. 3 .  .  . i jo k o
j/i
 .  .Using the induction method we will prove that m p is a solution of 2 .n o
 .For n s 1, it is obvious. Assume that for some n G 1, m p is ak o
 .solution of 2 for all k F n, i.e.,
ka u s R p q Q p u , for k F n , .  .k o o
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or
q p m p , j .  . i jo k o
j/i
s ka y q p m p , i y kr p m p , i , for i g S, k F n. .  .  .  .o k o o ky1 oi i i
 .Then, by 3 , the induction assumption, one can get that for n q 1,
n q 1 am p y  q p m p .  .  .  .i jnq1 o , i j o nq1 o , j
n n q 1 ! . nq1yks r p . o ik!ks0
y1n
= la y q p q p m p .  .  . .  i jo o k o , ji i
lsk j/i
n n q 1 ! . nq1yks r p . o ik!ks0
y1n
= la y q p ka y q p m p .  .  . .  . o o k o , ii i i i
lsk
ykr p m p , i .  .o ky1 oi
n n q 1 ! . nq1yks r p . o ik!ks0
y1n
= la y q p m p , i .  . . o k oi i
lskq1
y1ny1 nn q 1 ! . nq1yky r p la y q p m p , i .  .  . . o o k oi i ik! lskq1ks0
s n q 1 r p m p , i s R p . .  .  .  .o n o n oi i
w x  .By Lemma 2 in 4 , the bounded solution of 2 is unique and
y1
m p s na I y Q p R p , for n G 1. .  .  .n o o n o
This completes the proof.
w xRemark. The relevant results in 2 are about a finite MDP, but it is
easy to generalize the results into the countable MDP.
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 .  .From 2 and 3 , we have
y1ny1 ny1n! nykR p s r p la y q p .  .  . . n o o oi i i ik! lskks0
= q p m p , j . 4 .  .  . i jo k o
j/i
 .The meaning of R p is as follows. Consider a semi-Markov process withn o
rewards, where the semi-Markov process is exactly the system controlled
 .by p , but its reward rate is R p , at state i. Then the expectedo n o
discounted total rewards, with discounting factor na , received by this
 .system is m p .n o
 n 4 U  .nq1  .Denote N s sup n N n G 1, P / f , m s sup y1 m p N p g1 n n o o
ny14  .P for n - N q 2. Thus, by the definition of n moment optimality,1
we can immediately obtain the following lemma.
n   .kq1 ULEMMA 1. For n - N q l, p g P iff m p s y1 m for k s1 o k o k
1, 2, . . . , n.
3. TRANSFORMATION
Now, we will define a sequence of discounted DTMDP models
S, A i , i g S , p , r , b , V , 1 F n - N q 1 4 . .n n n n 1
  ..  .denoted by DTMDP n , such that finding the n moment optimal
 .policies is equivalent to finding the optimal policies for DTMDP n . Thus
 . ny1the defined model DTMDP n should satisfy that its policy set is P
 .nq1  .and its discounted objective is y1 m p , which together with Theo-n o
 .rem 1 motivates us to define the discounted DTMDP n as follows.
 .The state space S is the same as that in the CTMDP model; A i , then
action sets available at state i, will be defined by the introduction method
 .  .  .below; the state transition probabilities p a s q a rl i q d : thei j i j i j
reward function
r i , a s ynr i , a mU i r l i q na : b i s l i r l i q na .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .n ny1 n
is the state-dependent discounting factor, which means that if the state is i
at time period m, then the unit reward obtained at the time period m q 1
 .will be only worth b i at m.n
 .  .Denote the decision function set F : = iA i , P n the set of stochas-n n s
 .tic stationary policies of DTMDP n , which we only consider here. From
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 .  .  .the definition of A i below A i ; A i , and the forms of stochasticn n
stationary policies for DTMDP and CTMDP are the same, so we have
 .P n ; P for all n G 1. We define the discounted objective function ofs s
 .DTMDP n by
`
V p , i s E r X , D q b X b X .  .  .  .n o p n o o n o n 10
ks1
??? b X r X , D N X s i for p g P n , i g S, .  .  .n ky1 n k k o o s
where X , D denote the state and action taken at time period k, respec-k k
tively. Define
V U i s sup V p , i N p g P n , i g S. 4 .  .  .n n o o s
 .  .  .Now we define A i by induction. For n s 1, define A i s A in 1
 .  .  .for i g S. Assume that A i ; A i i g S are well defined for somen
 .n - N q 1; then the DTMDP n is well defined. Thus, define1
AU i s a N a g A i .  .n n
and r i , a q b i  p a V U j s V U i , i g S. .  .  .  .  . 4n n j i j n n
 .It will be proved see Lemma 3 below that any optimal policy of
 . U  .DTMDP n must choose the actions from A i and vice versa. So, wen
U  .  .should call A i the optimal action set available at state i for DTMDP n .n
U  .If A i / f for every i g S, then there exist optimal policies forn
 .  .DTMDP n and we need to define DTMDP n q 1 to compare them.
 . U  .  .Define A i s A i for i g S; DTMDP n q 1 is thus well defined.nq1 n
U  .If there is i g S such that A i s f, then let N s n and stop definingn
 .DTMDP n q 1 .
U  .If N - ` and A i s f for all i, then let N s N q 1 and do not1 N q1 1
1 . U  .define DTMDP n for n G N q 1. If N ) ` and A i / f for all1 N
i g S, n G 1, then let N s `.
By induction, we have defined a sequence of models DTMDP n: n -
4  .N q 1 . But here sup b i may be equal to one, so the existence andi n
 .boundedness of V p should be further discussed. First we prove then o
following lemma.
LEMMA 2. Suppose n - N q 1; then:
 .  .  .i For p g P n , V p exists and is the unique bounded solutiono s n o
of the equation
u i s r p q b i P p u j , i g S, 5 .  .  .  .  .  . i jn n o n o ni
j
 .  .  .  .where r p and P p are defined exactly as r p and Q p , respecti¨ ely.n o o o o
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 . Uii V is the unique bounded solution of the optimality equation ofn
 .DTMDP n
V i s sup r i , a q b i p a V j , i g S. 6 .  .  .  .  .  .n n n i j n 5
 .agA i jn
 .  .iii f attains the supremum of the right-hand side of 6 iff f is optimal
 .for DTMDP n .
Proof. First, we define a sequence of CTMDP models
 .    . . 4  .CTMDP n : S, A i , i g S , q, r h, V a n - N q 1 . Here, the staten n n
 .space S, the action sets A i , and the state transition rate family q are asn
 .  . U  .  .before: the reward rate function r i, a s ynr i, a m i ; V a p areÄn ny1 n o
 .the expected discounted total rewards of p g P n with the discounto s
factor a , i.e.,
`
V a p s exp ya t P p , t r p dt , p g P n . .  .  .  .  .ÄHn o o n o o s
0
 .   . 4From Assumption 2, the Q p -process P p , t , t G 0 exists uniquely foro o
 .  .  .every p g P n . Because r i, a is uniformly bounded in i, a, V a p , io s n n o
w x  .is also uniformly bounded in p , i. By Theorem 3 in Hu 4 , the CTMDP no
 .is equivalent to the DTMDP n for n - N q 1 in the following meaning:
 .  .  .  .a For p g P n , V a p s V p and is the unique boundedo s n o n o
 .solution of 5 .
 .  .  .b Eq. 6 is equivalent to the optimality equation of CTMDP n
aV i s sup r i , a q q a V j : a g A i , i g S. 7 .  .  .  .  .  .n n i j n n 5
 .agA i j
U  .  .and V is the unique bounded solution of 6 or 7 .n
 .  .  .c f attains the supremum in 6 or 7 iff f is optimal for
 .  .DTMDP n and CTMDP n . This completes the proof.
 .  .When l i is uniformly bounded, sup b i - 1, and Lemma 2 is thei n
 .standard result. But when l i is non-uniformly bounded, for example,
 .  .lim l i s `, lim b i s 1. Fortunately, in this case,i ª ` i ª ` n
 .  .lim r i, a s 0, so V p may still exist. In Lemma 2, we proved thatiª` n n o
 .  .for the particular structure of DTMDP n , V p exists and is uniformlyn o
 .bounded. The following lemma about DTMDP n is also a generalization
w xof the results in 6 with constant discount factor b - 1.
 .  .LEMMA 3. For n - N, p g P n is optimal for DTMDP n iffo s
 U  ) .p A N i s 1 for all i g S.o n
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 .  .  .Proof. Suppose p g P n is optimal for DTMDP n , i.e., V p so s n o
U  .  .V . From i and ii of Lemma 2 we getn
V U i s V p , i s p a N i .  .  .n n o o
 .agA in
= r i , a q b i p a V p , j .  .  .  .n n i j n o
j
Us p a N i r i , a q b i p a V j . .  .  .  .  . o n n i j n
 . jagA in
U  .Therefore by the definition of A in
U U0 s p a N i V i y r i , a q b i p a V j .  .  .  .  .  . o n n n i j n /
 . jagA in
U Us p a N i V i y r i , a q b i p a V j . .  .  .  .  .  . o n n n i j n /
U .  . jagA i yA in n
Because
U UV i y r i , a q b i P a V j .  .  .  .  .n n n i j n
j
 .  . U  .is nonnegative, p a N i s 0 for all a g A i y A i and i g S, i.e.,o n n
 U  . .p A i N i s 1 for all i g S.o n
 U  . .  .Now if for some p , p A i N i s 1 for all i, then p g P n ando o n o s
V U i s p AU i N i V U i .  .  . .n o n n
Us p a N i r i , a q b i p a V j .  .  .  .  . o n n i j n
U . jagA in
s r p q b i p p V U j , i g S. .  .  .  . i jn o n o ni
j
 . UBy this and Lemma 2 we have V p s V ; i.e., p is optimal forn o n o
 .DTMDP n . This completes the proof.
Lemma 3 characterizes a property of the optimal policies. One can see
w x8 for details about the properties of the optimal policies in the usual
DTMDP with discounted criterion.
 .When p s f , the above lemma is exactly iii of Lemma 2.o
By Lemma 3, the following corollary is obvious.
 .COROLLARY. For n - N, P n q 1 is the set of optimal policies fors
 .DTMDP n .
Now we can prove the main theorem of this paper.
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THEOREM 2. For n - N q 1, we ha¨e
 .  .  .  .nq1  .i for p g P n , V p s y1 m p ;o s n o n o
 . U Uii V s m ;n n
 . n  . n  .iii P s P n q 1 , F s F for n - N .s nq1
Proof. The theorem will be proved by the induction method. For
n s 1:
 .  .i P 1 s P , Theorem 1, and Lemma 2, one can get immediatelys s
 .  .that V p s m p ;1 o 1 o
 .  . o  . U Uii it follows from i , P s P 1 , and the definition of V , m ,s 1 1
that V U s mU ;1 1
 .  .  .iii by Lemma 1, Lemma 2, and i , ii , for n s 1, one has
f g F 1 iff f is 1 moment optimal by definition .  .
Uiff m f s m by Lemma 1 .  .1 1
Uiff V f s V by i and ii for n s 1 .  .  . .1 1
iff f is optimal for DTMDP 1 .
Uiff f i g A i for all i by Lemma 3 .  .  .1
iff f g F . by the definition of F .2 2
1 1  .So F s F . P s P 2 can be proved in a similar way.2 s
 .  .Assume that for some k - N, i ] iii are true for n s 1, 2 . . . k.
 . k  . ki By induction assumption, P s P k q 1 . So for p g P , its o
 .  .kq1 Ufollows from Lemma 1 that m p s y1 m . Now assume that u sk o k
 .  .u , i g S is a bounded vector. Then for n g P k q 1 , u is a boundedi s
 .solution of 2 for n s k q 1, i.e.,
k q 1 a u s R p q Q p u , .  .  .kq1 o o
kq1 Uiff kq1 a u s kq1 r p y1 m i q q p m , i g S, .  .  .  .  .  . i ji o k j o ji
kq1 Uiff k q 1 a u s p a N i k q 1 r i , a y1 m i .  .  .  .  .  .i o k
 .agA in
q q a u , i g S. . 4j i j j
kq2 Uiff y1 u l i q kq1 a s p a N i y kq1 r i , a m i .  .  .  .  .  .  .i o k
 .agA in
kq2ql i  q a rl i q d y1 u , i g S, .  .  .  . 5j i j i j j
kq2 kq2iff y1 u s r p q b i  P p y1 u , i g S ; .  .  .  .  .i ji kq1 o kq1 j o ji
 .kq2  .i.e., ¨ s y1 u is a bounded solution of 5 for n s k q 1. Therefore
 .  .kq2  .V p s y1 m p .kq1 o kq1 o
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 .  . k  .ii Because i is true for n s k q 1 and P s P k q 1 , sos
V U s mU .kq1 kq1
 .iii It can be proved similarly as for n s 1.
This completes the proof.
 .Theorem 2 gives an equality between the set of n moment optimal
 .policies in CTMDP with the sets of optimal policies in DTMDP n .
From Theorem 2 and Lemma 3, we can immediately obtain the follow-
ing two theorems.
THEOREM 3. For n - N q 1, the following four statements are equi¨ alent.
 . ni p g P ;o
 .  .ii p is optimal for DTMDP k , k F n;o
 .  .iii p is optimal for DTMDP n ;o
 .  U  . .iv p A i N i s 1 for all i g S.o n
 .By the above theorem, we reduce the problem of finding n moment
optimal policies in CTMDP to a problem of finding optimal policies in
 .DTMDP n . About moment optimal policies, we have the following similar
result.
THEOREM 4. The following four statements are equi¨ alent:
 . `i p g P ;o
 . nii p g P for e¨ery n G 1;o
 .  .iii p is optimal for DTMDP n , n G 1;o
 .   . .  . ` U  .iv p A* i N i s 1 for all i g S, where A* i s F A i .o ns1 n
 .When defining DTMDP n by induction, we assumed that if N - `1
U  .  .and A q 1 i / f for all i g S, then we stop defining DTMDP N q 2 .N 11
In fact, we can prove that N s N .1
THEOREM 5. N s N ; i.e., the following two statements hold:1
 . U  .i when N s `, A i / f for all n, i;1 n
 . U  .ii when N - `, A i / f for e¨ery i g S and n F N , and there1 n 1
U  .exists i g S such that A q 1 i s f.o N1
 . `Proof. i When N s `, there exists p g P . By Theorem 4,1 o
p A* i N i s 1 . .o
 .for every i g S; thus A* i / f.
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 . N1ii When N - `, there exists p g P . By Theorem 3,1 o
p AU i N i s 1 . .o N1
U  .for every i g S; thus A i / f for every i g S and n F N . Now ifn 1
U  .  .A q 1 i / f for every i g S then there exists f g P N q 1 such thatN s 11
 . N1q1f is optimal for DTMDP N q 1 , and so f g P by Theorem 3. This1
contradicts the definition of N . This completes the proof.1
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